
 1) საკლასო ოთახის სურათის მიხედვით დაწერეთ მართალია(),  მცდარია() თუ უცნობია 
() წინადადება.  ( 15 ქულა )

Look at the classroom picture and say if the sentence is True(), False() or Not known().

True- False -  ( 15 points)

ნიმუში: There are children in the classroom

a. True -  b. False  -  c. Not known - 

1. There are 3 chairs in the classroom. 
a. True- b. False  c. Not known 

2. The flower on the desk is blue.
a. True- b. False  c. Not known 

3. There is an elephant picture on the wall.
a. True- b. False  c. Not known 

4. The board is black.
a. True- b. False  c. Not known 

5. It is Monday.
a. True- b. False  c. Not known 

#2. შეუსაბამეთ სურათები შესაბამის სიტყვებს

Match the pictures with words. ( 10 points)



ნიმუში:  

 a.  a dog     b. a pig  c. a cat d. a monkey

6. 

a. a duck b. a cat c. an elephant d. a chicken

7. 

a. a monkey b. a horse c. a dog d. a sheep

8. 

a. red b. a flower c. a cherry d. grass

9.

a. a flower b. a dress c. an umbrella d. a skirt

10. 

a. shoes b. socks d. trousers d. a dress

11. 

a. an apple b. two apples c. thirteen apples d. three apples

12. 



a. a monkey b. a dog c. a cat d. a bear

13. 

a. a black pencil b. a blue pencil c. a red pencil d. a grey pencil

14. 

a. two bananas b. a banana and a grape c. two bananas and an apple d. three apples

15. 

a. five red cars b. five cars c. four blue cars d. four red cars

#4 შეავსეთ წინადადებები სწორად.

Fill in the sentences correctly. ( 30 points)

ნიმუში:  I ...... a teacher. 

 a. am     b. is  c. are d. is

16. She .........a bike every morning.

a. ride b. walks c. drives d. rides

17. We see with our .........

a. nose b. mouth c. eyes d. ears

18. This is ......... big house.

a. an b. .... c. the d. a 

19. I have ......... yellow jacket.

a. the b. an c. a d. ....

20. What is your brother’s name?



......... name is Dato.

a. It b. Her c. He d. His

21. The pencils ......... yellow.

a. is b. they c. are d. put

22. The food is very .........

a. long b. big c. good d. thin

23. Thank you very much!

-...........................

a. I am fine and you? b. Never mind! c. You are welcome! d. Me too!

24. This animal is big and brown.

a. a rabbit b. an elephant c. a monkey d. a bear

25. You ......... a teacher.

a. is b. are c. will d. am 

26. Luka lives on the second floor. .........  bicycle is blue.

a. Her b. It c. His d. Its

27. This is Mary. 

......... favourite food is rice.

a. His b. Is c. Her d. It

28. ......... you got a bike?

a. Do b. Have c. Are d. Does

29. What is your favourite colour?

-.............................................

a. No, thank you. b. I have a pink hat.

c. It is a dog. d. It is green.

30. ......... it a helicopter?



a. Are b. Am c. Is d. It’s

#5 შემოხაზეთ სწორად დაწერილი სიტყვა 

Circle the correctly spelled word. ( 5 points)

ნიმუში:    a. eye     b. ai  c. aye d. eeye

 

31.
a. desk b. disk c. dask d. dusk

32.
a. ice craem b. cream ice c. ice cream d.  ice kream

33. 
a. hend b. hand c. hands d. heand

34. 
a. sea b. seee c. saw c. sae

35. 
a. night b. naight c. nite c. neght

#6 ტექსტის მიხედვით უპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს. (20 ქულა)

Answer the questions according to the text ( 20 points)

ნიმუში: Who is in the picture? a. Grogu b. Mimi c. Dato d. Lucy



36. What has Grogu got in his room?

a. a bike b. a board c. a pen d. a skateboard

37. Who lives with Grogu?

a. His brother b. His friends

c. His mum, dad and baby sister d. His grandmother

38. What pet does Grogu have?

a. a kitten b. an owl c. a dog d. a penguin

39. What does Grogu like?

a. books and music b. dogs and books

c. skateboard and books d. books and movies

40. What is Grogu’s favourite colour?



a. b. c. d.

#7 შეავსეთ გამოტოვებული სიტყვები სწორი მოქმედებით. (20 ქულა)

Fill in the missing words with the right actions. ( 20 points)

ნიმუში:  I ...... dogs every day          a. walk     b. likes  c. plays d. go

41. Ivy ......... to school every morning.

a. walks b. go c. plays d. kicks

42. I can’t ......... the password.

a. like b. remember c. help d. go

43. Tom ......... with his dog every day.

a. helps b. walk c. plays d. wake up

44. Molly ......... at 7 o’clock every morning.

a. kicks b. wakes up c. helps d. eat

45. Let’s ......... a kite!

a. drive b. ride c. fly d. play

46. Grandma and Granddad live in my house. They ......... my house.

a. like b. look c. pour d. wake up

47. The boy ......... ball high.

a. walks b. tosses c. likes d. goes

48. She ......... very clever.

a. lives b. is c. likes d. are

49. What ......... you got in your pocket?

a. have b. are c. is d. go

50. What ......... for dinner?



a. have b. are c. is d. go



1) დააკვირდით სურათს და უპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს. (15 ქულა)

 Look at the picture and answer the questions (15 points)

1. What are they doing?
a. Eating b. Freezing c. Playing d. Crying
2. What is the man wearing?
a.  a green hat b. black trousers c. a bicycle d. a green T-shirt
3. What is the boy doing?
a. flying a kite b. reading a book c. playing with a ball d. sitting
4. What is the little girl wearing?
a. a pink hat b. a black dress c. shorts d. a jacket
5. How many balloons are in the picture?
a. one b. nine c. ten d. eleven

#2. შეუსაბამეთ სურათები შესაბამის სიტყვებს ( 10 ქულა)

Match the pictures with words. ( 10 points)

ნიმუში:  

 a. a cake     b. a car  c. a ball d. a skirt



6. 

a. a tiger b. a cat c. an elephant d. a monkey

7. 

a. a monkey b. a frog c. a zebra d. a caterpillar

8. 

a. a skate b. a cake c. a tree d. a basket

9.

a. a box b. a pan c. a bowl d. an eraser

10. 

a. a table b. a door d. a chair d. a desk

11. 

a. Brad b. chocolate c. cheese d. bread

12. 

a. a chicken b. a pigeon c. a parrot d. a fly



13. 

a. a doll b. a teddy bear c. a house d. a grey pencil

14. 

a. two bananas b. a banana and a grape c. three bananas and an apple d. three apples

15.    

a. five red cars b. five cars c. four blue cars d. four red cars

#4 შეავსეთ წინადადებები სწორად. (30 ქულა)

Fill in the sentences correctly. ( 30 points)

ნიმუში:  Nick has a car. ......... is red?    a. She     b. It  c. They d. He

16. Helen  .........a car to school.

a. ride b. walks c. drive d. drives

17. Where is the box?

It is ......... the table

a. in b. at c. under d. from

18. She ......... big eyes.

a. wears b. does c. have d. has 

19. ......... this your dog?

a. It b. a c. Is d. Are

20. ......... time is it?

- It is 3 o’clock.

a. How much b. What c. How d. Who



21. ......... is the notebook?

- It is 20 Lari.

a. What b. How c.How much d. Who

22. Honey is .........

a. long b. hot c. sweet d. little

23. ......... bag is this?

- It is my bag.

a. What b. Who c. Whose d. How much

24. What are you doing?

- I .................

a. reads b. are reading c. read d. am reading

25. ......... we play outside?

a. Are b. Can c. Is d. Am 

26. What is your .........?

- Anna

a. hair b. face c. name d. dog

27. ......... can fly

a. Fish b. Dogs c. Birds d. Cats

28. I ......... got a beautiful house

a. am b. have c. are d. haves

29.How .........  are you?

-I am 7 years old.

a. years old b. years

c. - d. old

30. ......... is my pencil?



- It is under the table.

a. What b. How c. Where d. It’s

#5 შემოხაზეთ სწორად დაწერილი სიტყვა  (5 ქულა)

Circle the correctly spelled word. (5 points)

ნიმუში:      a. deck     b. duk  c. duck d. dack

 

31.
b. turtle b. turtl c. tartle d. tutrle

32.
b. sholders b. shouder                c. shoulders             d.  choulders

33. 
b. trii b. tree c. trea d. treea

34. 
b. mouth b. mauth c. maus    c. nauth

35. 
b. moon b. mun c. muun c. moun

#6 ტექსტის მიხედვით უპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს.

Answer the questions according to the text ( 20 points)

ნიმუში:  Who is telling the story?    a. Nino     b. Lily  c. Nino’s mom d. Anna



36. What does Nino like?

a. reading books b. vegetables c. walking d. sweet food

37. Lily and Nino are ......... 

a. brothers b. friends c. sisters d. mother and daughter

38. How old is Lily?

a. 11 years old b. 8 years old

c. 7 years old d. 10 years old

39. Her house is .........

a. clever b. bad c. sweet d. old

40. What pet does Nino have?

a. a kitten b. an owl c. a dog d. a cat

#7 ჩაალაგე სიტყვები სწორ საქაღალდეში. (20 ქულა)
Put the words into the right folder. (20points) 

A.  
საჭმელები

B.სხეულის 

ნაწილები

C. 
ცხოველები

D.სხვა



ნიმუში:  lemon  A. food B. body parts    C. animals  D. other

41. egg a. food b. body parts c. animals d. other

42. toes a. food b. body parts c. animals d. other

43. lion a. food b. body parts c. animals d. other

44. hamster a. food b. body parts c. animals d. other

45. knees a. food b. body parts c. animals d. other

46. baby a. food b. body parts c. animals d. other

47. teapot a. food b. body parts c. animals d. other

48. chocolate a. food b. body parts c. animals d. other 

49. pocket a. food b. body parts c. animals d. other

50. fox a. food b. body parts c. animals d. other



1) სურათის მიხედვითუპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს. (10 ქულა)

Look at the picture and answer the questions (10 points)

1. What is the boy doing?
b. He is eating b. He is sleeping c. He is reading d. He is laughing
2. Where is the dog?
b.  On the sofa b. Next to the table
c.     Through the table d. Under the table
3. How many pictures are on the wall?
b. Four B. Five C. Three D. There Are No Pictures On The Wall
4. Where are the pictures?
b. Above the shelf b. Next to the sofa c. On the shelf d. In the wall
5. How many books are in the picture?
b. One B. Three C. Four D. Seven

#2. შეუსაბამეთსურათებიშესაბამისსიტყვებს. (10 ქულა)

Match the pictures with the words. ( 10 points)

ნიმუში:  

a. a cake     b. a car  c. a ball d. a skirt



6. 

a. a squirrel b. a giraffe c. an elephant d. a monkey

7. 

a. fish b. a seal c. a zebra d. a lion

8. 

a. a skate b. a monkey c. a bear d. a panda

9.

a. a box b. snow c. teeth d. a mouth

10. 

a. a flower b. corn d. a chair d. grass

11. 

a. wings b. fly c. crocodile d. fish

12. 

a. a cow b. a horse c. a camel d. a zebra



13. 

a. a doll b. an owl c. a teddy bear d. a chicken

14. 

a. two bananas and three oranges b. three bananas and two carrots c. 
three carrots and two bananas d. three carrots

15. 

a. four cars b. three red cars and a red bicycle c. a car and three bicycles
d. three red cars and a blue bicycle

#4გამოიცანი სიტყვა. (30 ქულა)

Guess the word. (30 points) 

ნიმუში:  Nick has a car. ......... is red?    a. She b. It c. They d. He

16. Birds fly with this.

a. legs b. feathers c. claws d. wings

17. The color of snow.

a. blue b. pink c. white d. grey

18. This place is very dry.

a. ocean b. street c. sky d. desert

19. This animal is dangerous, big and brown.

a. a dog b. a panda c. a bear d. a zebra

20. It is a musical instrument

a. scissors b. drums c. song d. pen

21. This food is sweet.

a. egg b. butter c. honey d. cheese



22. Mimi can solve 5 math riddles in 2 minutes. Mimi is very …….

a. strong b. big c. clever d. weak

23. Rabbits like to eat this.

a.Eggs b. Bananas c. Carrots d. Pancakes

24. It is raining outside. I need my ……..

a. gloves b. hat c. sunglasses d. umbrella

25. You wear this on your face.

a. Gloves b. A mask c. A hat d.A scarf

26. …… the window. I can’t breathe. 

A. Close B. Leave C. Open D. Go

27. He can lift heavy things. He is …….

a. clever b. weak c. strong d. old

28. This animal lives in the forest.

a. Lion b. Fox c. Monkey d. Duck

29. This is where you cook.

a. living room b. bedroom

c. bathroom d. kitchen

30. Yesterday was Saturday. (Yesterday is the day before today). What day is it today?

a. Monday b. Tuesday c. Sunday d. Friday

3) შემოხაზე გამოტოვებული სიტყვა. (10 ქულა)

Circle the missing word. (10 points)

ნიმუში: Grandpa has a ……… Her name is LucyA. dog   B. house   C play   D. carrot

Grandma Sandy lives in a 31)…….. house alone. When we visit her she makes us laugh a lot 
because she is 32) ……… Grandma isn’t short, she is 33)……… She can’t 34)…….. well so she 
wears glasses. We always 35)…….. TV together. 

31.a. strong b. pretty c. brave d. long

32. a. brave b. dangerous c. funny d. happy

33. a. tiny b. small c. tall d. old



34. a. see b. walk c. sing d. cook

35. a. look b. see c. sit d. watch

4. მონიშნე გრამატიკულად სწორი პასუხი. (10 ქულა)
Choose the grammatically correct answer. (10points)

ნიმუში: Luka is ---- boy..    A. a   B. the   C. ----   D. an
36. I like to wake up early in……..morning.

a. a b. - c. an d. the

37. I live ….. a flat.

a. at b. on c. in d. behind

38. My birthday is …… Monday.

a. on b. - c. at d. in

39. It’s Christmas! Grandpa is …….. the Christmas tree.

a. drawing b. playing c. crawling d. decorating

40. ….. you …… to the party?

a. Do/going b. Are/go c. Do/goes d. Are/going

5) რომელი სიტყვათა წყვილი მიეკუთვნება ერთ ჯგუფს? (30 ქულა)

Which pair of words belong to the same category of words?(30 points)

ნიმუში: a. an apple, a banana        b. a dog, an egg.     c. bread, a ruler     d. a cow, run

(განმარტება: ორივე სიტყვა, ვაშლიცა და ბანანიც, ხილს აღნიშნავს)

41.a. a carrot, a chair.   b. go, play c. beautiful, a car d. an egg, book

42. a. a picture, a dog.    b. piano, guitar c. funny, a duck d. a tree, remember 

43. a. summer, winter b.cozy, time c. cost, a job d. live, ear

44. a. turn, a spider b.Monday, January c. Friday, Saturday d. in, song

45. a. under, behind b.a sandwich, a bag c. football, a party d. Yummy, May

46. a. smoke, scared b. a chair, a table c. trousers, a wing d. love, a chimney

47.a. sister, Georgia b.a teacher, sunny c. sleepy, time d. lemonade, water

48.a. mom, dad b.a picture, check c. garden, snowy        d. cheeks, swim

49. a. red, grey. b. sun, rain c. see, school d. long, a day



50. a sandwich, river b. morning, evening c. messy, tea d. a toy, land



მე-5 კლასი

5th Grade

1) Music and cinema (20 ქულა)
დააკავშირე სურათი სიტყვასთან/ Match the picture with the word

1 2  3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

A. lollipop B. applause C. a box office D. a ticket

E. headphones F. a Sombrero G. play icon H. airplanes

I. the harp J. pop corn K. a violin L. MP4 player

M. a film N. a ribbon

1- J 2- B 3- M  4- D 5- C 6- E 7- F  8- I  9-  G 10 - L



2) Science and Technology (10 ქულა)
შეურჩიეთ პარაგრაფს სათაური/ Choose the title for the paragraph

A. When did people start to study Chemistry?

B. What do chemists do?

C.  What is Chemistry?

D. Does Chemistry have many fields?

E. An opinion of a Chemistry student

11) Chemistry is one of the major branches of science. People who work in 
chemistry are called chemists. Chemists study the substances that make up 
matter—everything that takes up space in the universe.

12) In addition, chemists create new substances. They have made plastics, fibers, 
building materials, medicines, and many other substances that are useful in 
everyday life.

13) Chemistry is a complex subject with many fields of study. For example, organic 
chemists deal only with compounds of the element carbon. Physical chemists 
measure the way that substances change during chemical reactions. Biochemists 
study chemical processes that happen in living things.

14) People first studied chemistry as a science in the 1600s. In 1661 a British 
scientist named Robert Boyle described chemical elements as simple, basic 
substances. In the 1770s a French chemist named Antoine Lavoisier helped to 
explain chemical reactions.

15) We asked David what he thought about Chemistry. David said he adores 
Chemistry, because he can make so many experiments. Do you like Chemistry? 

11 –C 12- B  13- D 14 – A 15-  E



3) Art (14 ქულა)

წაიკითხეთ ტექსტი და უპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს/ read the text and answer the questions

. Yayoi Kusama is a Japanese artist who is sometimes called ‘the princess of polka dots'.

 Although she makes lots of different types of art – paintings, sculptures, performances and installations 
– they have one thing in common, DOTS!

Yayoi was born in Japan in 1929. She loved drawing and painting and although her parents didn't want 
her to be an artist, she was determined.

When she could not afford to buy art materials, she used mud and old sacks to make art.

Eventually Yayoi Kusama persuaded her parents to let her go to art school and study painting.

As well as being an art pioneer, Yayoi Kusama put her creativity into other things including music, 
design, writing and fashion.

16. Why is Kusama called the princess of polka dots'.?

 A. She is a princess.

B. She is Japanese and it’s a tradition in Japan.

C. She frequently uses dots in her works.

D. She makes lots of different types of art.

17. Which one of Yayoi Kusama’s arts have dots?

A. paintings  B. sculptures C. installations D. all of them

18.  Yayoi loved drawing and painting.



A. True  B. False C. We do not know D. Only painting

19. What did Yayoi Kusama do except painting?

 A. writing  B. design  C. music D. all of them

20. In which school did Yayoi go?

A. law school  B. music school C. art school  D. no school

21. Was Yayoi Kusama rich?

A. Yes, she was B. No, she wasn’t C. She lost her money D. We do not 
know

22. What is the best title for the text?

A. All about dots

B.  Who is Yayoi Kusama?

C. Japanese paintings

D. Life of a princess



4) Poetry (10 ქულა)

შეავსე ლექსი შინაარსობრივად სწორი სიტყვით/ fill the poem with the right word

Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer

Rudolph, the red-nosed reindeer
had a very shiny nose.
And if you ever saw it,
you would even say it 23) - - -

All of the other reindeer
used to laugh and call him names.
They never let poor Rudolph
join in any reindeer 24) - - - - 

Then one foggy Christmas Eve
Santa came to say:
“Rudolph with your nose so bright,
won’t you guide my sleigh 25) ---- ?”

Then how the reindeer loved him
and they 26) - - - out with glee:
“Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer,
you’ll go down in 27) - - - !”

23. A. shows  B. blows C. glows  D. owes

24. A. flames B. games  C. shame D. claims

25. A. today B. tonight C. alright D. in light



26. A. went B. got C. shouted D. burn

27. A. way B. street C. mistery D. history

5) Holidays and Fun (16 ქულა)
აირჩიე სიტყვების სწორი ფორმა/ Choose the right spelling of the words

28. A. Crismas B. Chrismas  C. Christmas  D. Christmust

29. A. airplain B. airplane C. eaplain D. earplane

30. A.  to decor B. to decorate C.  to decoration D. to decoratiate

31. A person can be a:

A. celebration  B. celebrate  C. celebrity D. celibry

32. What do you use for your gifts?

A. a wrap paper  B. a wrapper paper C. a wrapping paper  D. a wrappy paper

33. A land in water is called an:

A.  iceland B. iseland  C. icland  D. island

34. What is the past form of verb dance? 

A. dance  B. danced C. donce  D. dancing

35. A. clawn  B. clown  C. claun D. cloon



6) Fashion and Clothes (10 ქულა)

შეარჩიეთ სწორი არტიკლი/ Choose the right article
36. ----old dress.

A. A   B.An   C.  The      D.  ----
37. ---- hour-long fashion show.   

A. A B. An  C. The D.----
38. ---- most handsome model. 

A. A B. An C. The D. ----
39. ---- red coat over there, on that hanger is mine.

A. A       B. An C. The D.----
40.---- models are usually  tall.

A. A B. An C. The D.----

7) Sport (10 ქულა)

აირჩიე ზმნის სწორი ფორმა ან სწორი ზმნა/ Choose the right verb or a form of the verb

41. Rati ---- to school now.      

 A.    run      B.  is running      C.  runs   D.  running

42. We ---- football every friday. 



A. are watching   B. watching    C. watch D. watches 

43.  People - - - aerobics.

A. make B. do C. go  D. none

44. Nika - - - golf very well.

A. does B. goes  C. plays  D. none

45. Iako loves   - - - the rope.

A. jogging B. jumping  C. stretching  D. none

8) Cooking (10 ქულა)

შეავსეთ წინადადებაში გამოტოვებული ადგილი სწორი სიტყვით/ Fill the empty space in a 
sentence with the correct word

If you have a 46) - - -  with a grill or broiler, or an appliance such as an electric grill, you can 
also grill meat, 47) - - -  and vegetables. If you're grilling food at a high temperature, be 48) - - - It's easy 



to burn it if you cook the food for 49) - - - long. But many people love grilling, and some even say it's the 
50) - - - way to cook fish, steak and many other meats.

46. A. toaster  B. stove  C. fridge D. bowl

47. A. juice  B. potatoes  C. fish  D. cucumber

48. A. happy B. carefree C. careful D. curious

49. A.so  B. too C. more D. to

50. A. most B. best  C. goodest D. ---



მე-6 კლასი

6th   Grade

1) Mythology (12 ქულა)
ჩასვით გამოტოვებული სიტყვა/  Fill in with a missing word

Perseus was 1) --- famous Greek hero. Like Hercules, Perseus was part god 2) --- part man. Perseus was 
famous for many things. He was brave in battle, a great speaker, and very quick thinking. He was 3) --- 
all-around good guy. He is probably remembered best 4) --- killing the dreadful Medusa, the Gorgon 
who could turn men 5) --- stones, and 6) --- hair was made of live hissing snakes. He was also famous for 
saving the princess Andromeda from a terrible fate.

1. A.  --- B. a C. an D. the
2. A. or B. and C. with D. about

3. A.  --- B. a C. an D. the

4. A. with  B. about C. for D. in

5. A. in  B. with C. for D. into

6. A. which  B. its C. it’s D. whose

2) Science and Technology (16 ქულა)

უპასუხეთ ლექსიკურ-გრამატიკულ შეკითხვებს/ Answer vocabulary and grammar questions

7. No wonder the vacuum cleaner isn’t working. Ann hasn’t - - - it in!

A. turned  B. switched  C. plugged  D. opened

8. The machine - - - Can you take a look at it?

A. break down  B. break up  C. broke down D. broke out

9. Who - - - up with the idea of the ball-point pen?
A. made  B. went C. came D. gave

10. Talk socially without exchanging too much information is to - - -

A. text B. speak  C. chat D. demonstrate

11.  A portable computer small enough to use in your lap



 A. mouse  B. keyboard C. laptop D. personal computer

12. I must - - - my phone. It is running - - - of power.

 A. to charge/ out  B. change/out C.  charge/ out D. change / up

13. My boyfriend is ---- engineer.

A. a       B. an  C. the  D.----

14. This was an amazing - - - discovery.

A. scienty B. scientific  C. sciences D. sciencial

3) Art and Literature (10 ქულა)

წაიკითხეთ ტექსტი და უპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს/ read the text and answer the questions

Did you know that artist Paul Gauguin worked in a bank until he was 40 years old?

He was born in Paris in 1848 but he spent his childhood in Lima, which is in Peru.

He returned to France when he was seven, but he never forgot Peru and often dreamed of returning 
there. Gauguin was influenced by folk art and primitive art and kept detail to a minimum in his paintings. 

Paul Gauguin became great friends with an artist called Camille Pissarro who taught him all about 
impressionism. Impressionism is a style of art which artists in France began to use in the late 19th 
century to paint landscapes and café interiors and people. They used quick brush strokes and dabs of 
colour to capture the fleeting impression of scenes.

15. Who is the text about?

A. an actor  B. a painter  C. a teacher  D. a prisoner

16. Where did Paul Gauguin live when he was 5 years old?



 A. in Paris  B. in Peru C. in London  D. We don’t know

17. What is the synonym of word primitive from the text?

A.  difficult B. beautiful C. simple D. not smart

18. Choose a false sentence.

A. Paul Gauguin and Camille Pissarro were friends.

 B. Impressionism originated in France.

 C. Impressionists were interested in drawing cities.

D. Impressionists used quick brush strokes to capture the impression of scenes.

19. What does “a brush stoke” mean?

A. A mark made by a paintbrush.

 B. When you hit somebody.

 C. When a brush is damaged.

D. The tip of a brush.

4) Processes (16 ქულა)

გაეცანით პროცესს და უპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს/ Look at the process and answer the questions



20. What are the cows doing?

A. They are grazing the grass.

B. they are milking the machine.

C. They are waiting in a refrigeration storage.

D. They are making a milk.

21. How many times a day does a milk tanker visit Dairy?

A. Once a day b. Twice a day  c. Three times a day  d. It is unknown

22. What is a milk tanker?

 A. It is a food.  B. It is a drink.  C. It is a transport. D. It is a process.

23. What can you see in Dairy? 

A. subway  B. pipes C. almonds  D. mills

24. Which is not a type of dairy product?

A. cheese  B. butter  C. eggs  D. cream

25. Where can we buy some milk?



 A. In a supermarket.  B. In a shop.  C. In both locations. D. In none of these locations.

26. Choose the correct order:

A. Refrigeration storage, milking the cows, delivery to dairy

 b. Milking the cows, making the cheese, milk tanker delivery

 c. Cows grazing, delivery to dairy, refrigeration storage

 d. Cows grazing, delivery to dairy, packaging

27. Which is the best name for the process?

A.  The process of making cheese

B. The process of milking cows

 C. The process of making milk products

 D. The process of milk delivery



5) Holidays (16 ქულა)

შეურჩიეთ პარაგრაფს სათაური/ Choose the title for the paragraph

A. When do we celebrate Christmas in our country?

B. Where does Christmas Tree come from?

C. Family celebrations

D. What is Christmas?

E. One of well-known traditions

F. What kind of traditions are Christmas traditions?

G. What do people celebrate?

H. what are types of activities on Christmas?

28) Christmas (which means "Feast day of Christ") is both a sacred religious holiday and a worldwide 
cultural and commercial phenomenon. 

29) For two millennia, people around the world have been observing it with traditions and practices 
that are both religious and secular in nature.

30) Christians celebrate Christmas Day as the anniversary of the birth of Jesus of Nazareth, a spiritual 
leader whose teachings form the basis of their religion.

31) Popular customs include exchanging gifts, decorating Christmas trees, attending church, sharing 
meals with family and friends and, of course, waiting for Santa Claus to arrive.

32) December 25–Christmas Day–has been a federal holiday in the United States since 1870.
In Georgia we celebrate Christmas on 7th of January.

33) A popular tradition in many churches is the Carol Service which is often lit only by candles. The 
carol service generally has lots of singing and Bible readings.

34) Family celebrations are often very different from each other, depending on where a family comes 
from, and the customs that have grown in particular families.

35) In most homes when Christmas is celebrated, people set up a Christmas Tree in the house. This 
old Yuletide custom began in Germany as the "Tannenbaum" (German for Fir Tree). 



28. - D  29.-F   30. - G  31. - H 32. A  33.- E  34. - C 35. - B

6) Fashion (10 ქულა)

უპასუხეთ დასმულ შეკითხვებს ცხრილში მოცემული ნივთების შესახებ/ Answer the following 
questions with regard to the items given in the table

36. Which of these items has sleeves?

A. only 1 B. 1 and 2  C. 1,2 and 3 D. only 4

37. Which of these items has a collar?

A. 1 and 2 B. 1 and 3  C. 1, 2 and 3 D. none

38. Which of these items has heels?

A. only 1 B. 1 and 2  C. 1,2 and 3 D. only 4

39. Which of these items has a pocket?

A. only 1 B. 1 and 2  C. 1,2 and 3 D. only 4

40. Which of these items is a footwear?

 A.only 1 B. only 2 C. only 4 D. none

1 2 3 4



7) Sport (10 ქულა)

დააკავშირეთ ნივთი მის სახელთან/ Match the item with its name

41 42 43 44 45

41. A. a watch  B. an arrow  C. a timer  D. chess

42. A. a tennis ball B. a football ball C. a ping pong ball D. a hockey ball

43. A. a necklace  B. a medal  C. a rope  D. a wrap

44. A. roller skates  B. ice skates C. a snowboard D. shoelaces

45. A. a cup  B. a cap C. a hoodie  D. a sock

8) Design and Architecture (10 ქულა)



 შეავსეთ წინადადებაში გამოტოვებული ადგილი სწორი სიტყვით/ Fill the empty space in a 
sentence with the correct word

46. A  - - -  is a part of tree.

A. tube B. mold  C. log D. rod

47. - - - are under ground.

A. Funnels  B. Tunnels  C. Planes  D. Bridges

48.This is an - - - castle. It has 3 floors and 127 rooms. Can you believe?

 A. obvious B. enormous C. emerald D. alarming

49. Ancient Greek architecture uses three styles of - - -. 

A. pipelines B. rows C. caterpillars D. columns

50.  - - - is a rounded roof, with a circular base, shaped like an arch in all directions.

A. Sphere B. Dome C. Colosseum D. Circle



მე-7 კლასი

7th Grade

1) Plants (10 ქულა)
აირჩიეთ რომელი მცენარეები შეესაბამება დახასიათებას/Choose which plants fit the 
description

A B C D

E F G H

1. We call this plant a Cactus:

A. C B. E C. F D. H
2. It has a hanger:

A. A B. B C. F D. G

3. It has heart-shaped leaves:

A. A B. B C. C D. D

4. It has a plate:



A. A B. B C. F D. H

5. Which pots have the same pattern of shapes on them?

A. A,B,C B. C,D,H C. E,F,D D. C,H

2) Means of transportation (18 ქულა)
გამოიცანით სიტყვა მოცემული აღწერის მიხედვით/ Guess the word according to the given 
description

6. This can be either for passenger or goods transport, and with different modes of transport, such as 
trains, metro and trams.

A. Road Transport B. Rail transport C. Water Transport D. Air Transport

7.  A large German dirigible airship of the early 20th century, long and cylindrical in shape

A. Truck B. Jeep C. Van D. Zeppelin

8. A large motor vehicle with living accommodation

A. Subway B. Camper  C. Canoe D. Submarine

9. A medium-sized sailing boat equipped for cruising or racing

A. Boat B. Yacht C. Kayak D. Rocket

10. It is a type of water transport.

A. Helicopter B. Motorcycle C. Catamaran D. Glider

11. It is a type of water transport.

A. Skateboard B. Sailboat C. Tank D. propeller plane

12. It typically does not have wheels.

A. Taxi B. Scooter C. Bike D. Ferry



13. A Japanese high-speed passenger train.

A. Golf cart B. Ambulance C. Bullet train D. Delivery truck

14. A truck with an enclosed cargo space.

A. Golf cart B. Race car C. Bullet train D. Delivery truck

3) Art and Architecture (16 ქულა)

წაიკითხეთ ტექსტი და უპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს/ Read the text and answer the questions 

Forget the association of the word "Gothic" to dark, haunted houses, or ghostly pale people wearing 
black nail polish. The original Gothic style was developed to bring sunshine into people's lives, and 
especially into their churches. 

The Goths were a so-called barbaric tribe who held power in various regions of Europe, between the 
collapse of the Roman Empire and the establishment of the Holy Roman Empire (so, from roughly the 
fifth to the eighth century). They were not renowned for great achievements in architecture. As with 
many art historical terms, “Gothic” came to be applied to a certain architectural style after the fact.

From roughly 1000 to 1400, several significant cathedrals and churches were built, particularly in Britain 
and France, offering architects and masons a chance to work out ever more complex and daring designs.



The most fundamental element of the Gothic style of architecture is the pointed arch, which was likely 
borrowed from Islamic architecture that would have been seen in Spain at this time. The pointed arch 
relieved some of the thrust, and therefore, the stress on other structural elements.  

15. Who were the Goths?

A. a religion  B. mythical characters C. ghostly pale people D. a tribe

16. Which is the synonym for collapse?

A. demand B. destroy  C. deny  D. depend

17. Were Goths known for great achievements in architecture?

A. No  B. Yes C. Only in Spain  D. We do not 
have information

18. Which country is not mentioned in the text?

A. Britain  B. France C. Spain D. all three mentioned

19. Which is the opposite of word complex?

 A. relative B. simple C. difficult D. turbulent

20. What is Gothic architecture famous for?

A. the sunshine B. the pointed arch  C. architects and masons D. , the stress on other 
structural elements

21. Which happened earlier?

A. The people from Spain began to work on complex designs.

B. The collapse of the Roman Empire.

C. Several significant Gothic cathedrals and churches were built.

D. British people began to work on complex designs.



22.  What is the text about?

A. The Goths

B. Gothic style

 C. The word "gothic"

 D. Significant cathedrals and churches

4) Processes (16 ქულა)

გაეცანით პროცესს და უპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს/ Look at the process and answer the 
questions



23. What is the final product of the process?

A. Lemon juice B. Wrap C. Fish pie D. Pototos

24. How much earlier can we get the needed vegetables for the process?

A. close to one month B. two months earlier  C. 12 hours or less D. not known

25. What do not we do with potatoes?

A. peel them  B. boil them C. steam them D. we do all

26. What is a small edible part of the potato called?

 A. a peel B. a slice  C. a pea D. a wrap

27. What do we do right before we deliver out product to store?

A. we chill it  B. we boil it  C. we remove bones  D. we freeze it

28. Which word is used with two different meanings in our process?



A. delivery  B. prepare C. wrap D. store

29. Which ingredient is not added to our product?

A. salt  B. lemon juice  C.peas  D. rice

30. What tool we do we use to slice the potatoes?

A. a razor B. a knife C. a pan D. a boiler

5) Famous People (20 ქულა)

ჩასვით გამოტოვებული სიტყვა/  Fill in with a missing word

Gwen John was a Welsh painter, but she spent many years of her life in France. She had 31) --- 
sister and two brothers. When she was eight, her mother died. The family moved to Tenby a 32) 
--- town in Wales. She began painting the amazing objects she found on the beach, like 33) --- 
and fish.

Most of Gwen John’s paintings are portraits of women. We don’t know who many of these 
women 34) ---, but they clearly fascinated her. She painted them sitting, mostly with their hands 
in their 35) ---. 

Gwen John was often 36) --- because the men in her life became more famous. She was the lover 
of Auguste Rodin, a famous French sculptor. Her brother was Augustus John, another famous 
painter. Augustus was celebrated a lot more 37) --- his sister, but recently people have started to 
think that Gwen was the better painter. Even Augustus thought that his sister was the better 
painter out of the 38) --- of them.

Gwen’s brother liked to use vivid and bright colours. She, however, liked to use 39) --- colours. 
Her paints are quite muted. If you look really closely at Dorelia in a Black Dress, you can see 
how the wall is not all 40) --- same colour. 

31. A. --- B. a C. an  D. the

32. A. local  B. seaside C. old D. home



33. A. chips  B. scars C. shells D. sand

34. A. --- B. do  C. paint D. are

35. A. laps B. hips  C. tips  D. waist

36. A. left B. regretted C. forgotten D. misused

37. A. than  B. then  C. with D. of

38. A. each B. two C. all D. fond

39. A. vibrant  B. templete C. stark  D. subtle

40. A. --- B. a C. the D. with

6) Sport and Lifestyle (22 ქულა)

უპასუხეთ ლექსიკურ-გრამატიკულ შეკითხვებს/ Answervocabulary and grammar questions

41. It is highly ---- that Nikoloz succeeds in the swimming competition. He swims so well.
A. recommended B. likely C. like D. to likely
42. Watching ice hockey is so ---- for my eyes! 
A. tiring  B. tired  C. tearing D. torn
43. ---- a superstar in football must be awesome. Said Levan. 

.A. Be   B. Being   C. Have been D. ----
44. I ---- been to a tennis match. 

A. have never B. has ever   C . have ever   D. had never

45. This is the girl ---- mom is a famous boxer. I was shocked to know, because she really looks like a 
fashion model.
A. which B. who       C. whose D. who’s



46. There are ---- players on this side of the pitch than on that one.
A. less B. fewer C. a few D. lesser
47. She is so ---- like Messi.  Is she his relative?

A. as  B. much               C. look  D. alike
48. Mari checks her watch twice ---- hour. She really does not want to miss the opening of football 
Champion Cup.     

A.a B. an C. the D. ----

49. That was ---- march in the history of Manchester, we should not have come. 
A. the worst  B. the worse  C. baddest D. the bad

50. I was watching the basketball match ---- Irakli called me. 

A. when   B. as soon as   C. while   D. since

მე-8 კლასი

8th Grade

1) Mythology (12 points)     

    ჩასვით გამოტოვებული სიტყვა/  Fill in with a missing word

Athena is .......... very important goddess of .......... things. She is the goddess of wisdom, courage, 
inspiration, civilization, law and justice, strategic warfare, mathematics, strength, strategy, the arts, 
crafts, and skill. .........., she was mostly known .......... her strategic skills in war. She was a daughter 
.......... Zeus and his favourite child. Athena invented the flute but she never .......... it.

1. A. the  B. - C. an D. a
2. A. lots  B. lot of  C. many D. quite

3. A. Still  B. However C. And D. But

4. A. of  B. at C. for D. in

5. A. of B. from  C. a D. his



6. A. will play B. gave C. sent D. played

2) Pairs of Words (16 points)

რომელი სიტყვათა წყვილი მიეკუთვნება ერთ ჯგუფს? (16 ქულა)

Which pair of words belong to the same category of words?(16 points)

7. A. hilarious, funny  B. desperate, a church  

    C. believe, freedom  D. cathedral, look after

8. A. a sphere, a cube B. redemption, shy  

C. classy, tower D. cozy, pyramids

9. A. an eraser, truth B. Summer, Winter  

    C. native, locally D. confused, confiscate

10. A. her, theirs B. its, mine

      C. us, hers D. you, yours

11. A. negative, positively   B. a fox, a pen  

      C. violent, peace  D. investor, secretary

12. A. shortest, penny  B. tallest, best

       C. nearly, longer   D. under-age, age

13. A. an excuse, pardoned  B. go, apologies

      C. believe, fish  D. often, seldom

14. A. Mercury, Venus  B. a niece, believer

 C. George, bush D. obsessed, traitor

3)  Art and Literature (16 ქულა)

წაიკითხეთ ტექსტი და უპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს/ read the text and answer the questions

Salvador Dalí made paintings, sculptures and films about the dreams he had. He painted melting clocks 
and floating eyes, clouds that look like faces and rocks that look like bodies. Weird, right?



Dalí was born in 1904 in Figueres, Spain which is near the Pyrenees Mountains. Surrounded by this 
landscape as he was growing up, Dalí often included the scenery he saw as a boy in his paintings.

Salvador Dalí was a very eccentric man.  He liked to dress in crazy clothes and have long hair which 
people found very shocking at the time. He was even expelled from art school just before his final 
exams because he said that none of the teachers were qualified to examine him.

Dalí liked to use lots of different materials to make art, including paint, sculpture and film. He even 
designed furniture, jewels and scenery for theatre production. He was a man of many talents and he is 
still seen as a great artist who influences many artists today!

15. What were his paintings about?

A. melting clocks B. his dreams C. clouds  D. bodies

16. What did Dali include in his paintings? 

A. Surrounding landscape of France C. Paris

C. The scenery that surrounded him when he was growing up  C. Andean Mountains

17. What was Dali like?

A. He was unlike the people of his time  B. He was an egoist

 C. He was crazy  D. He was smart

18. Where did Dali go?

A. To a regular school  B. To the University of Spain 

C. To an art school  D. He didn’t go to school

19. What was shocking for people back then?

 A. Seeing a man with a moustache  B. Art 

 C. Classy clothes D. A man with long hair

20. What did Dali use to make art?

A. Only paint  B. Film and crazy clothes  C. Many materials  D. Pencil

21.Why did he design jewels?

 A. He liked jewellery  B. They were for theatre production

C. He used them to decorate his clothes  D. He wore his jewels



22. What is the text about?

A. Salvador Dali’s paintings B. Art in general  

C. Paintings, sculptures, films D. A Spanish painter, sculptor and film-maker

4) Design and Architecture (8 ქულა)

Guess the building/გამოიცანით შენობა

23. This building doesn’t have a dome. It has the most arches which look like entrances.

A. 1 B. 2 C.3 D. 4

24. This building used to be a Roman temple. It has many columns, however, it doesn’t have a dome.

A. 1 B. 2 C.3 D. 4

25. This building is one of the masterpieces of the past. It has 3 domes, multiple columns and arches. It 
is built in bright colors.

A. 1 B. 2 C.3 D. 4

26. This place used to be a battleground for gladiators. It resembles modern day football stadiums from 
outside since it gives a feeling of being outdoor.

3 4

1 2



A. 1 B. 2 C.3 D. 4

27. This building has a magnificent dome surrounded by smaller domes. It was built in the Renaissance 
style. It’s vibrant colors are 

5) Famous People (16 ქულა)

შეურჩიეთ პარაგრაფს სათაური/ Choose the title for the paragraph

A. Steve meets Wozniak  

B.  Working as a video game designer

C. The purchase of Pixar 

D.  Education

E.  Jobs finds a hobby

F.  Apple is started

G. Steve’s biological parents 

H.  Family

J. Steve’s early life

27) Jobs was born to Joanne Schieble and Abdulfattah "John" Jandali. The couple gave up their 
unnamed son for adoption.
Jobs’ father, Jandali, was a Syrian political science professor. His mother, Schieble, worked as a 
speech therapist. Shortly after Jobs was placed for adoption, his biological parents married and had 
another child, Mona Simpson. It was not until Jobs was 27 that he was able to uncover information 
on his biological parents.

28) Jobs was born on February 24, 1955, in San Francisco, California. He lived with his adoptive family 
in Mountain View, California, within the area that would later become known as Silicon Valley.
As a boy, Jobs and his father worked on electronics in the family garage. Paul showed his son how to 
take apart and reconstruct electronics,

29) While Jobs was always an intelligent and innovative thinker. After high school, Jobs enrolled at 
Reed College. However, he dropped out in a few months.



30) He left Reed College in 6 months and spent the next 18 months attending creative courses at the 
school.  While attending the courses at the school Steve discovered his love for calligraphy.

31) In 1974, Jobs took a position as a video game designer with Atari. He worked at the company for 
several months. Jobs was hired as Atari employee #40, as a technician fixing up and tweaking circuit 
board designs. One of his first roles was finishing the technical design of Touch Me, a simple arcade 
memory game 

32) Back when Jobs was enrolled at Homestead High School, he was introduced to his future partner 
and co-founder of Apple Computer, Wozniak, who was attending the University of California, 
Berkeley.
33) In 1976, when Jobs was just 21, he and Wozniak started Apple Computer in the Jobs’ family 
garage. Steve sold his car and Wozniak sold his scientific calculator to fund Apple. Jobs and Wozniak 
are credited with revolutionizing the computer industry with Apple by making machines smaller, 
cheaper, intuitive and accessible to everyday consumers.
34) In 1986, Jobs purchased an animation company, which later became Pixar Animation Studios. 
Believing in Pixar's potential, Jobs initially invested $50 million of his own money in the company.

35)  Laurene Powell Jobs met Apple founder Steve Jobs when she was a 25-year-old student at 
Stanford Graduate School of Business. They married in 1991, They married in 1991 and had three 
children.  

27-G 28-J 29–D 30–E 31–B 32–A   33–F 34–C 35–H

6) Fashion and sport (18 points)

უპასუხეთ ლექსიკურ-გრამატიკულ შეკითხვებს/ Answervocabulary and grammar questions

36. People who like fancy clothes also like to .......... with latest trends. 

A. keep B. follow C. keep up D. keep on

37. Sally didn’t buy any of the dresses because she didn’t like them. She is so ..........

A. ungrateful B. picky  C. smart  D. brave

38. I .......... to the fashion show next week.

A. go  B. went  C. am going D. will be gone

39. These shoes don’t .......... me. They are too small!

A. feet  B. like  C. suit  D. fit

40. Excuse me, where can I .......... these clothes ..........?

A. fit, in  B. try, on  C. wear, on D. fit, on

http://www.atarimuseum.com/videogames/arcade/fullsize/touchme.html


41. The match .......... already ...........

 A. -, started B. did, start C. has, started D. have, started

42. Tom has been in tennis team ......... he was four.

A. for B. since C. until D. when

43. If you want to be a successful athlete, you  .........  work out a lot. 

A. need  B. have to  C. musts  D. will 

44. Mark’s daughter won the skiing championship. He is so ......... her.

A. used to B. fond of C. proud D. liking

7) Describing a process.  (12 points)

გაეცანით პროცესს და უპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს/ Look at the process and answer the questions

45. What happens to the water in oceans?

A. It falls as rain B. It condenses

C.  It is used to wash clothes D. It evaporates

46. Where does the majority of vapour in the air come from?



A. Land   B. Lakes C. Rivers  D. Oceans

47.What makes water to evaporate? 

A. Weather   B. Air  C. Heat  D. Cold

48. What happens to water after it evaporates?

A. It turns into clouds B. It comes back to earth

C. Falls as snow D. Falls as rain

49. Which process can be called “precipitation”?

I Hurricane  II Rain  III Snow

A. I and II B. II and III C. I and III D. None

50. What would be the best name for the whole process?

A. Rain on the Earth B. Water cycle  C. The sun cycle  D. The vapour cycle



მე-9 კლასი

9th Grade

1) Archeology (20 ქულა)

წაიკითხეთ ტექსტი და უპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს/ Read the text and answer the questions 

Archaeology is the study of our human past – but it’s so much more than history! And it isn’t just digging 
and finding things underground either. Archaeology uses a huge range of evidence to help us tell stories 
about our ancestors and find out about their everyday lives.

Archaeological excavation is the controlled examination of the buried deposits and features that make 
up archaeological sites and monuments. These are carefully dug and recorded along with the finds they 
contain, to build up a picture of a site and its people. Archaeology can help us understand past society 
and how it influences us today.

Environmental archaeology uses techniques from biology and geology to study people’s relationship 
with their environment in the past. The subject covers how people obtained their food and other 
necessities as well as the development of agriculture and industry and the impact this had on our 
environment.  

Archaeobotany is the study of ancient plant remains. By studying this material we can find out how 
people used plants in the past: for food, fuel, medicine, ritual purposes or for building. We can also use 
plant remains to reconstruct past vegetation and the ways humans interacted with their environment

Scientific dating includes a range of biological and physical methods for assessing the time when things 
happened in the past. The best known and most often used techniques are radiocarbon dating and 
dendrochronology, or tree-ring dating. 

So archaeology is about answering questions; but it is important to remember that the answers are not 
always obvious, and in many cases there can be several different answers (or interpretations) using the 
same evidence. Archaeologists are a bit like detectives. They use the evidence to try to work out the 
most likely answers and then try to explain why they think their answers are right!

1. What is archeology?

A.  The study of arches.

B. The study of history.

C. The study of the lives of our ancestors.



D. The study of people’s relationship with their environment in the past.

2. Which one can help us draw how the cities looked in the past?

A. Archaeological excavation  B. Environmental archaeology  C. Archaeobotany  D. Scientific dating

3. Which one can help us know the date of an event?

A. Archaeological excavation  B. Environmental archaeology  C. Archaeobotany  D. Scientific dating

4. Which one can help us to know what people used to eat?

A. Archaeological excavation  B. Environmental archaeology  C. Archaeobotany  D. Scientific dating

5. Which one can help us know what people used when needed to get healthier?

A. Archaeological excavation  B. Environmental archaeology  C. Archaeobotany  D. Scientific dating

6. Which one can help us find out what effect human activity had on environment?

A. Archaeological excavation  B. Environmental archaeology  C. Archaeobotany  D. Scientific dating

7. What does word agriculture mean?

A.  The culture of people from Argentina

B. The cultural difference

C. The science of cultivating plants

D. A type of Environmental archaeology

8. What can be a plant?



A. a brick

 B. mud

 C. a tree

 D. metal

9. What is the main goal of last paragraph?

A. To tell us about the techniques of Scientific dating

B. To tell us that archeologists are detectives

 C. To tell us how interesting and challenging Archeology can be

 D. To tell us that Archeology is very difficult and dull

10. What is this text about?

 A.  A recent discovery in Archeology

B. Archeology and its types

 C. The lives of Archeologists

D. The history of humans

2) Science and Technology (10 ქულა)

გამოიცანით სიტყვა მოცემული აღწერის მიხედვით

11. The device one does not use for browsing the internet

A. a tablet B. a laptop C. a memory card D. a PC



12. Written programs or procedures or rules and associated documentation pertaining to the 
operation of a computer system and that are stored in read/write memory

 A. wireframe B. hardware C. software D. CD-Rom

13. closed in or surrounded or included within

A. composed B. enclosed C. filled D. lifted

14.  something which uses very advanced technology and systems

A. nanotech B. hi-tech C. cyber D. datum

15. The remains or impression of a prehistoric plant or animal embedded in rock

A. fossil B. archetype C. root D. mud

3) Literature (10 ქულა)

შეურჩიეთ პარაგრაფი, რომელშიც ვიპოვით კითხვებზე პასუხს/Choose a paragraph in 
which we will find the answers to the questions

16 - Jane Austen was an English novelist whose books, set among the English middle 
and upper classes, are notable for their wit and insights into the lives of early 19th 
century women.

17 -Jane Austen was born on 16 December 1775 in the village of Steventon in 
Hampshire. She was one of eight children of a clergyman and grew up in a close-knit 
family.

18- Jane's brother Henry helped her negotiate with a publisher and her first novel, 'Sense 
and Sensibility', appeared in 1811. Her next novel 'Pride and Prejudice', which she 
described as her "own darling child" received highly favourable reviews. 

19 - In 1816, Jane began to suffer from ill-health, probably due to Addison's disease. 
She travelled to Winchester to receive treatment, and died there on 18 July 1817.



20 - Two more novels, 'Persuasion' and 'Northanger Abbey' were published however  a 
final novel was left incomplete.

A) What caused Jane’s bad health condition?

B) Was Jane’s last novel finished?

C) How many siblings did Jane have?

D) Which was Jane’s favourite book out of those she had written? 

E) Who was Jane Austin?

16.  E 17. C   18. D  19. A  20. B

4) Processes (8 ქულა)

გაეცანით პროცესს და უპასუხეთ შეკითხვებს/ Look at the process and answer the 
questions



21. What does this process show?

A. How glasses are made

B. How glass is recycled

C. How glass is fined

D. How glass is exported

22. How many times is purification step needed?

A. once B. twice  C. three times D. never

23. What does cullet mean?

A. It is the same as bullet



 B. The bottom part of a glass bottle

 C. Broken glass used in glass-making

 D. The machine to form glass

24. Which step of process can involve human work? 

A. collection B. purification C. cullet melting D. forming

5) Music (6 ქულა)

წაიკითხეთ ნაწყვეტი ბობ დილანის სიმღერიდან და უპასუხეთ შემდეგ სამ კითხვას/ 
Read the excerpt from Bob Dylan’s song and answer three questions that follow

“Come writers and critics
Who prophesize with your pen
And keep your eyes wide
The chance won't come again
And don't speak too soon
For the wheel's still in spin
And there's no tellin' who
That it's namin'
For the loser now
Will be later to win
For the times they are a-changin' ”



25. What can be the name of a song?

A. Better Have It All

B. Big Black Train

C. Down the Highway

D. The Times They Are A-Changin' 

26.  What does Bob Dylan say to writers and critics?

A.  To write and criticize more

B. To be more attentive

C. Not to speak

D. They are losers

27. Why are losers later to win?

A. Things may change as the time passes

B. Because the time will teach them how to win 

C. Because they do not speak too soon

D. they will learn and the winners won’t



6) Art (20 ქულა)

შეარჩიე სიტყვა გამოტოვებული ადგილისათვის

Bright colours, bold brushstrokes and a rebellious spirit! 

Impressionist artists were 28) --- trying to paint a reflection of real life, but an ‘impression’ of 
what the person, light, atmosphere, object or landscape looked like 29) --- them. And that’s 
why they were called impressionists! They tried to 30) --- the movement and life of what they 
saw and show it to us as 31) --- it was happening before our eyes. 

Some of the 32) --- impressionist artists are Claude Monet, Berthe Morisot, Camille Pissarro, 
Alfred Sisley, Auguste Renoir, Mary Cassatt and Edgar Degas.

Before impressionism, landscapes in art were 33) --- imaginary, perfect landscapes painted in 
the studio. The impressionists changed all that. They painted 34) ---.

As they were outside, they looked at 35) --- light and colour changed the scenes. They often 
painted thickly and used quick (and quite messy) brush strokes. In most of the paintings 36) --- 
impressionism you can't 37) --- see the brushstrokes at all.

28. A. always B.  not C. been D. on

29. A. --- B. with C. to D. on

30. A. hold B. defect C. capture D. dilute

31. A. though B. through C. taught D. tough

32. A. most B. main C. rest D. rare



33. A. so B. never C. often D. usual

34. A. indoors B. outdoors C. internally D. externally

35. A. what B. why C. which D. how

36. A. before B. after C. unless D. along

37. A. only B. really C. seldom D. to

7) Sport (16 ქულა)

შეარჩიე გრამატიკულად სწორი პასუხი/ Choose the grammatically correct answer

38. What ---- the latest news about Diego Maradona?

A. are  B. is        C. be D. ----

39. Despite ---- so young, Nika  got a golden medal in swimming. 

A. be   B. being   C. of being   D. will be

40. Rati I am a good rugby player. -----?
A. Am I not?         B.         Am not I?                  C.        Aren’t I?              D. Are not me?

41. The championship .......... already ...........

 A. -, started B. did, start C. have, started D. has, started

42. Kate has been swimming ......... she was only nine month old. Is not it incredible?



A. for B. since C. unless D. when

43. If you want to be a successful football player, you  .........  work out a lot. 

A. need  B. have to  C. must to  D. can

44. Zaur’s daughter won the skiing championship. He is so ......... her.

A. used to B. fond C. proud of D. liking

45. If I were you. I ---- never watch that match.   

A. will B. would C. will be D. ----

8) Design and Architecture (10 ქულა)

ამოიცანი რომელი სურათი რომელი არქიტექტურული სტილი ან ერაა



46 47 48

49 50

A. Renaissance architects found a harmony between human proportions and buildings. Angels were very common figures 
used in paintings and works of art during the Renaissance.

B. The majority of Victorian styles use wood siding. Victorian homes often have steep, imposing rooflines with many gables 
facing in different directions. Some high-end Victorian homes are embellished with a round or octagonal tower with a 
steep, pointed roof.
C. Baroque architecture is a highly decorative and theatrical style which appeared in Italy in the early 17th century and 
gradually spread across Europe.

D. The most fundamental element of the Gothic style of architecture is the pointed arch, which was likely borrowed from 
Islamic architecture that would have been seen in Spain at this time. The ornate stonework that hold the windows–
called tracery–became an iconic element of Gothic style, as well.
E. The Romans were the first civilization to fully exploit arched construction, in which a roof is supported by arches An 
arch-shaped ceiling is known as a vault. Vaults come in various forms; the simplest is the tunnel vault (aka barrel vault), 
which can be described as a "continuous arch".

46- D, 47-C , 48- E, 49-A, 50-B




